Sudoku: The New Smash Hit Puzzle Game
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Abstract. Sudoku is now popular in many countries. This article explains the history and mathematics behind Sudoku. This includes the basic rules of Sudoku, a trial-and-error solution method, a discussion of the number of patterns completed, minimum Sudoku, and the application of Euler's Latin squares. The popularity of Sudoku in the UK is also discussed.
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Smash Hit. New.Â Smash Hit is an awesome 3D shoot ball game. Smash your way through different dimension levels. You need to spend more focus and concentration to not only travel as far as possible, but also break the beautiful steel items that stand in your way. At the beginning, you will get 100 balls and tap a pyramid to get the extra balls and time. Watch out the white circle, it is a timer, which reminds you do not forget to hit the pyramid. Experience the cool sound and fun in a weightless environment. Can you still shoot all your target and complete all levels? Have a try and enjoy! How To Play Smash Hit: Use mouse left click to play. puzzle to Sudoku, the UK is the birthplace of crosswords. Amateur detective. novels such as those of Agatha Christie and Conan Doyle were also born in the.Â prime example, and even now mathematics and mathematicians are held in high. Sudoku : the new smash hit puzzle game 717. regard. Also, possessing the versatile language of English was an advantage.